
◊  Diamonore is cut by expert gem cutters

◊  Diamonore uses 99.9% pure lab grown diamond
   particles on and below the surface of  the stone

◊  Diamonore has all the fire and brilliance of
    a natural fine diamond

◊  Diamonore offers the lasting beauty of a
     genuine diamond
                                     ...at a fraction of the price

Diamonore jewelry is expertly hand 
crafted in Sterling Silver.

Perfectly 
             Beautiful...

Simulated Diamond

Simulated Diamond



Perfectly Beautiful...
TAKE A CLOSE LOOK

Diamonore’s technology has created the most beautiful, 
patent-pending diamond simulant, with all the fi re and 
brilliance of a natural diamond.

Diamonore uses 99.9% pure lab grown diamond particles 
on and below the surface of the stone.

Diamonore is individually hand-cut, faceted and polished by 
expert gem cutters to the proportions of a fi ne diamond.

CARE & CLEANING

Diamonore is like any other piece of fi ne jewelry.  For 
everyday cleaning, use any non-abrasive, liquid sterling 
silver cleaner.

GUARANTEED

Diamonore is guaranteed to never to fade,  discolor, or lose 
its brilliance. 

CLARITY

TODAY’S STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY
TOMORROW’S TREASURED HEIRLOOM COLOR

COST COMPARISON

Diamonore off ers the beauty of a natural diamond
                                                   ...at a fraction of the price

Diamonore jewelry is
expertly hand crafted in 
Sterling Silver.

FL IF VVS1 VVS2 VS1 VS2 SI1 SI2 SI3 I1 I2 I3

DIAMOND CLARITY CHART

                                                   ...at a fraction of the price

D E F G H I J K

DIAMOND COLOR CHART

Simulated Diamond

Indicates where Diamonore falls
on the genuine diamond color scale.

Indicates where Diamonore falls
on the genuine diamond clarity scale.
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